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' SHEAR LAG IN BOX BEAMS

METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

By PAtTLI{_IINalld PATRICT(T. CHIAm'ro

SUMMARY are caused chiefly by the shear deformations in the

The bending stresses in the covers of box beams or wide- cover of the box that constitutes the flange of the beam.
flange beams di2/]erappreciablyJrom the stresses predicted The problem of analyzing these deviations from tile.
by the ordinary bending theory on account oJsheardeforma- engineering theory of bending has become known as the
tion of theflanges. The problem oJ predicting these differ- shear-lag problem, a term that is convenient although
ences has become known as the shear-lag problem, not very descriptive.

The first part of the paper deals with methods of shear- The most important case of shear-lag action occurs in
lag analysis suitablejor practical use. The basic elements the wing structure. The cross section of the wing usu-
qf these methods have been published in previous papers, ally varies considerably along the span; analytical solu-
but the treatment of these methods presented in this paper is tions based on the assumption of constant cross section
consolidated and improved in several respects. The are therefore of little practical value, and methods of
methods are sui_ciently general to cover any arbitrary span- analysis have had to be developed to cope with the con-
wi_;e variation of cross section and loading as well as ditions found in actual structures. The development of
chordwise variations of stringer area, stringer spacing, and such methods has been continued over a period of several
sheet thic/cness. Methods o/analyzing the effects of cut- years (references 1 to 3) and it is now possible to give
outs are also given, a reasonably well-rounded presentation of practical

methods of analysis.The second part of the paper describes strain-gage tests
made by the NACA to verify the theory. Three tests were The paper is divided into three parts. The first part
made on axially loaded panels oJ variable cross section, six discusses the methods of analysis. The second part
were made on beasts (_ variable cross section, and three describes tests made by the NACA and shows eompari-
were made on beams of constant cross section for extreme sons between experimental and calculated results for
or limiting cases. Three tests published by other investi- the NACA tests as well as for tests made elsewhere.
gators are also analyzed by the proposed method. Numerical examples to illustrate the methods of analysis

In order to make the test of the theory as severe as possible, are presented in the third part.
the NACA specimens were designed to show larger shear- The method of presentation chosen is intended to
lag e_ects than may be expected in typical present-day meet the needs of the practicing stress analyst. The
construction. The agreement was quite satisfactory even paper eontmns the information actually needed in stress
in extreme cases such as very short wide beams. Satis- analysis. Detailed derivations and discussions have
factory agreement was also found in tests on the limiting been omitted, but they may be found in several of the
case of a cover without stiffeners; this agreement shows cited references.

that the theory is applicable to the case oj heavy cover I. METHODS OF ANALYSIS
plates used without stitching or to cases in which contin-
uous stiffening in the form (_ corrugated sheet is used. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND BASIC

The third part of the paper gives numerical examples ASSUMPTIONS

itlustrating the methods of analysis. An appendix gives Reduced to its simplest form the problem may be
comparisons with other methods, particularly with the stated as follows: A sheet, stiffened or unstiffened, is
method of Ebner and Kdller. fastened to a foundation along one edge and loaded

INTRODUCTION along the two edges perpendicular to the foundation by
distributed or concentrated forces as indicated in

The bending stresses in box beams do not always figure 1. The sheet may be a structure in itself
conform very closely to the predictions of the engineer- (fig. 2 (a)) or it may be the cover of a box beam (fig. 2 (b)).
ing theory of bending. The deviations from the theory The problem is to find the stresses in the sheet.

1
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/, P and this extension is therefore givem An approximate
method for dealing with moderate amounts of camber
is given in reference 2.

ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-STRINGER STRUCTURES

Structures like those shown in figure 2, having but a
sin.gle stringer, are rarely encountered in praeffcc.
Nevertheless, the analysis of single-stringer structures
will be fully discussed for several reasons. The immedi-

\\\x ,_\\\\\_,x\\\\\__,x,_', ate reason is that the fundamental relations as well as

fm_,_ _. all the methods of analysis can be easily demonstrated

As shown in figure 1, stiffeners are theoretically on this type of structure. A more important reason isthe fact that the most rapid method of analyzing multi-
necessary along the loaded edges if concentrated forces
P arc introduced because the stresses would otherwise stringer structures is based on the temporary reduction

of the multistringer structure to a single-stringer
become infinite. These edge stiffeners will be referred

struetm'e.
to throughout this paper as "corner flanges" or simply StuN CONVENTIONS
"flanges." Other stiffeners parallel to the loaded edges
will be referred to as "longitudinals" or "stringers"; Tile sign conventions adopted are as follows: Normal
these stiffeners may or may not exist in any given case stresses and strains in the stringers and the flanges are
and may or may not be attached to the foundation.

It will be assumed that the structure is always
symmetrical about a longitudinal plane (y=0). This
assumption materially simplifies the problem without
decreasing the practical usefulness of the theory very
much because most practical structures are at least
approximately symmetrical. On account of the sym-
metry, it will be sufficient to consider one-half the
structure in all derivations and computations.

It will be assumed that infinitely many ribs of infin.itc
extensimtal (ehordwise) stiffness are distributed "fiche Fi(}tmE3.()onvelltionforeoordinateaxes.

the spall. An equivalent assumption is frequently
made in theoretical solutions of stress problems. The positive when they are t,cnsilc. Shear stresses and
assumption is plausible in this ease because it is fairly strains ill the cover sheet arc positive when they are
obvious that the extensional stiffness of tile ribs togedw,' caused by positive strains in the flange. Shear stresses
with the lateral bending stiffness of the flanges between in the web arc positive when they are c'msing positive
the ribs is sufficient to take care of such transverse strains in tile flange.

stresses as might arise from longitudinal forces and The compression side of the beam is analyzed inde-
pendendy of the tension side. It is therefore permis-
sible and convenient to retain the sign convention just

: f-_fN given for the analysis ofthe compression side, changing
only the definition of stringer stresses to positive when
compressive.

...... ,</or_ge-i! .--'" -___& In genera!, the positive directions of the coordinate
.-Long//c/d/?-eol--- axes will be taken as shown in figure 3. In some cases,

] _ _ particularly for analytical solutions, it is more emlven-

r//_ ,////, _///,_77(a) / (b) lent to use tt_e opposite direction for tile positive x-
direction because the rcsultiI_g formulas are simpler.

F_,_ _. (See, for instance, formulas for axially loaded proms,

stresses. The final proof that the assumption of rigid references 1 and 21)
ribs is admissible must, of course, be furnished by experi- FUNDAMENTALEQUATIONSANDANALYTICALSOLUTIONS
merits like those described in the se('.on(| part of this For purposes of shear-lag an.alysis, all structures arc
paper, idealized in a manner familiar, for instance, from the

The field of shear-lag analysis is very extensive; it design of plate girders. Stringers are assumed to be
was therefore considered advisable to confine the dis- concentrated at their centroids; the idealized sheet is
eussion, in general, to beains with flat covers. The assumed to carry tufty shear, but the fact that the actual
most general method of analysis given in this paper can sheet carries longitudinal stresses in addition t.o the
be very readily extended to beams with cambered covers shear is taken into account, by adding the well-known
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effective width of the sheet to the stringers. The formula and the solution by successive shear-fault
participation of the shear web in the ben.ding action is reduction.
expressed by adding _ htw to As, which m,tkes the ANALYSISOr SINGLE-STroNGERSTRUC'rUttESBYTHE
seetiml modulus of the idealized section equal to that of I_ECURRr:NCr:FORMULA

the actual section. Figure 4 shows the idealized cross Principle and scope of method.--The principle of
sections of a single-stringer pal).el and of a single-stringer analyzing a beam of variable cross section is as follows:
beam; the standard basic symbols used in this paper are '£hc beam is divided into a convenient number of bays
indicated in this figure. A complete list of symbols is in such a way that the cross section and the runninggiven in appendix A.

shear in the web Sw/h may be assumed to be constant
Figure 5 shows an idealized single-stringer beam of within each bay. The shear deformation in the cover

constant cross section subjected to a transverse load at sheet of each bay is computed in terms of the unknown
the tip. Inspection of the free-body diagrams in figure forces acting between bays. Application of the prinei-
5(b) shows that there are two equations of static ple of consistent deformations then givcs a set of
equilibrium, equations, similar in form to three-moment equations,

dF_,=Sw_f-dSc (la) for the unknown forces.

/:--...

dFL dSe (lb) ,-'" ..... 222222.....

to P; and dSc = rtdz, where r denotes the shear stress in
the cover sheet. " ""

Under the assumption of infinite transverse stiffness, _.._ A-_ _ >'_the relative longitudinal displacement (u_--uL)of two ..... -,,,

corresponding points on the flange and on the longitu<li- L_-_--__ 11 -_i''_ .....

-%Lb_-olt--_ -- __ (_>
" ...... _'3 _- '...... '5

h

FIGURE 4.--Convention for syml3ols on crosssections. _...._

nal divided by the width b defines the shear strain _, mid __-__ & +a&

therefore the shear stress r (fig. 5 (c)). Because the &__ F.....
displacements u are giwm by the expression d_ _-e_ F' '-

&, / 1'

differentiation gives tim basic elastic relation _---,-'-----t - [ _--b--J
(b) ,//////_/////////////G

dr=--T/b(ZZ,.--c@dx (lc) _ (c)

FI(_URE 5. -Free-body diagrams of bealil,

where G is the effective shear modulus, which Cakes into

account the effects of buckling when necessary. Theoretically, the method permits taking into aecount
Equations (la), (lb), and (le) can be combined to form rely variation of cross section and loading along the
a differential equation, and this equation can be solved span. The limitations are similar to those encountered
for simple eases. A number of sohltions are given in in other problems of stress distribution in eases of
references I and 2; similar sohltions have been given, by variable cross section and loading.
other authors. These analytical solutions are of some Recurrence formula for shear lag. As stated in the
value in making comparative studies and in studying preceding section, the beam is divided into a number
various aspects of the shear-lag problem. For praeti- of bays; the cross section and the web shear Sw/h are
cal stress analysis, however, numerical methods capable assumed to be constant within each bay. The lengths
of dealing with arbitrary variations of cross section and of the bays need not be equal nor need they be small,
loading are required. Two such methods will be as is often required in similar methods. In the limit,
described: The solution, by means of a recurrence a single bay may span the entire length of the beam.
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The system of numbering the stations and the bays given in reference 3. Equating the deformations at
between stations is shown in figure 6. the adjoining ends of successive bays yields the

Each individual bay can now be treated as a free recurrence formula

body subjected to certain forces (fig. 7). These forces X,, _q,,--X,_(l_,,+'p,_+Oq iV, t lq,,-t_.... v,+v,,H (9)_
can be split into two groups (fig. 8): One group consists
of the forces calculated by the ordinary bending theory, where

t

which assumes no shear deformation; the other group K (3a)
represents the differences between the actual forces and P'_ Gtt,niil KL

K
q'_= Gt sinh KL (3b)

S.:A_, S.,Q_ (:_c)
---- / //_ ..... / / A v'=htA_,G=-D-G ....

n_+/] / where K is a shear-lag parameter appearing in all
T' ..... / 77/" -- [ 9 ]/ _/_/ (_+/ . .3 ..... 2 / o

FIGURE 6.--Convention for nulllberillg bays and stations of a beam. _*z ]_

changes in forces caused by the shear deformation of /_
the cover sheet, s_ll II _--__ _: i

The first group of forces will t)e designated P-forces _-- "_'_-JL I ---__// J

to indicate that they are calculated by tile theory that J --_k______J!__'" _ 'assumes plane sections to remain plane. Individual (a)
forces and stresses belonging to this group will be de-
noted by a superscript P. The calculation of these ,_
forces and stresses is familiar to every engineer and
consequently need not be discussed in detail.

The second group of forces will be designated X-forces. _*_

Because the P-forces on any one bay are in static equilib- _ _____: _
rium, the X-forces at any one station must be a self- ---4"_._

(b) X-forces.
G,, G

" _L._/ FIGURE 8. Separation of forces acting on bays.

I_1_ _ _ _ _] _ _ t1_/_, s ..... / [ analytical solutions for single-stringer structures
_ IR _"- .... 11 1"-. r ..... : I (references 1 and 2) and is defined by...... <L H"-:C.J"

q I_ IS'_o_,T _-" I ___ Gt/ 1 l \

_'& !__ _,/..... In equations (3a) to (3c), each individual quaI)tity
FI(;UI_E7. -Free-body diagra ...... f b.y_. should be understood to have a subscript n, indicating

the average value for the bay in question. Note
equilibrated group longitudinally; that is, at any given should be taken that this statement applies to L, which
station the force A_ acting on the flange must be equal is to be taken as the length of tile individual bay in
and opposite to the force X_ acting on the longitudinal, question, not as the length of the entire beam.
This conclusion was anticipated in figure 8 by writing Strictly speaking, all coefficients v appearing in this
X without the subscripts F and L. paper should have a superscript P. These superscripts

The shear deformation of the cover sheet can now be have been omitted because they are not needed in tile
calculated in terms of the known P-forces and the actual use of the equations; they are needed only in
unknown X-forces; the details of this calculation are the derivation of the equations (referen.ce 3).
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Written in more explicit form, the equation.s are practice when a wing is joined to carry-through mem-
bers passing through the fuselage. Case 3 has been

Xogl--_V-,(l)i-_l)2)@X.aq2=,% @72 used in practical desigIt to facilitate the assembly of

A'lq.2--X_(p2-_pa)q-X[_qa=--72+7,_ the win.g to the fuselage by reducing the number of
bolts to a minimum.

, (5) The foundation may be considered as bay r+l.
X'_-Iq'_--X_(P,_+P,_et)+X'_+_q,_+I=--7_+%_+_ In case 1 there is no shear deformation of bay r+l, '

and p_+_ as well as -/_+_ equals zero. In ease 2, -y,+_
Xr-lqr--X_(1)_+p_+l) =--7_+%_1 equals zero, because no shea.r is carried in bay r-l-l;

the deformation of the bay depends only on the axial
stiffnesses of the flange and the longitudinal passingIt will be noted that the extern.ally applied load appears

only iIl the coefficients 7; for any given beam, then, through the fuselage, and
the left-hmld side of the equations remains unchanged / 1 1 \ L
if changes occur in the loadil).g, p_+t=_-4-_)_ (7)

i l b, °
FIGURE9.--Boundary conditionsat tip.

Boundary conditions.--Before the system of equa- where L is the distance from the wing root to the plane
tions (5) can be solved, the boundary eondition.s at the of symmetry of the airplane.
tip and at the root must be defined. At the tip, the In case 3 the last equation of the system cannot be
following cases may arise: used, and X_ is found by irispection to be

(1) Only a tran.sverse force is applied (fig. 9 (a)). x_ZA L_'_In this case, X0=0. --hw A_, (s)
(2) A lm_gitudinal force P may be introduced

(fig. 9 (b)). In this ease Calculation of stresses from X-forees,--After the

system of equations (5) has been solved, the longi-A

X0=P_(_ (6) tudinal stresses are found, by superposing on the
stresses calculated by the ordinary bending formula

When the longitudinal force P is the only force applied the stresses calculated from the X-forces

to the beam, the idealized shear web is inactive, and _r _F'+X/A_ (%)
the problem is that of an axially loaded panel.

At the root, the following cases may arise: and

1. The flange and the longitudinal are eotmected ¢L=zLP--X/AL (9b)

to a rigid foundation., where ze is the stress calculated by the ordinary bend-
2. The flange and the longitudinal are eom_ected ing formula. In the ease under discussion, where theto a foundation that deforms linder load.

beam has no camber,
3. The flange is eom_ected to the foundation; the

M (10)lm_gitudii_.al is not emmeeted. _/'=%_'-hAr
This system of classifying the possible cases is based

on the conveixtion of defining the foundation as the The running shear in the cover sheet of bay n close
station where the vertical shear is taken out. to the inboard end of the bay, that is, close to station n,

Case 1 at the root arises in practice when a win.g is is given by the formula

eon.tinuous from tip to tip. The plane of symmetry is (SAc) K,, K,_ (lla)equivalent to a rigid foundation. Case 2 arises in (rt),,_= hA_7, _+X'_sinhK, L_ X_ tanhK_L,,
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Near the outboard end of bay n, that is, near station ANALYSISOFSINGLE-STRINGERSTRUCTURESBYSUCCESSIVE
n--l, the running shear in the cover sheet is SHEAR-FAULTREDUCTION

['SA_Xl K,_ -7 K,, Principle and scope of method,--The principle of
(rt)no=\/7_A_, q-X,,_1 ---2(n= .... (llb),, tanh K,_Ln smh K,,L,, tile method of successive shear-fault reduction is as

follows:

For some applications it is desired to compute the An estimate is made of tile stresses _, in tile flai_ge;
average running shear in a bay. If the bay is not too the stresses ¢L in the longitudinal are calculated by
long, this average shear may be obtained by averaging s_atics. By the application of the basic equation (lc)
the shears at the two ends of the bay computed by the and a process of numerical integration, the spanwise
formulas just given. The result is distribution of shear force in the sheet can then be cal-

(SAL) 1 culated. On the other hand, application of the basic(rt,,)a_= _ n--_at(Xn--Xn_l)(_')n@(ln) (1lc) equation (lb) also gives a spanwise curve of shear force
in the sheet. The two curves will not agree except by

An alternative way to compute the average shear is accident because the estimated values of ¢_ and ¢L will
to use the basic static relation (lb) not fulfill the elastic relations and the boundary condi-

tions except by accident. The difference between the
(rtL),_=FL_--I_)__ 1 (lid) two curves will 1)e referred to as the curve of "shear

faults."

)%rmula (lld) gives the true average; formula (llc) is The existen.ce of shear faults in the calculation proves
approximate, that the assumed stresses _F do not constitute the true

Influence of taper in depth and width.--When a solution of the stress problem for the specified external
beam is tapered in depth, it is necessary toremember loads. The assumed stresses ¢u constitute, however,
thab part of the vertical shear is cmTied by the inclined the true solution for a closely related problem, nalnelyi
flanges and longitudinals, so that the structure subjected to the specified external loads

M and, in addition, subjected to a system of externalSw=Su-- tan i (12) loads equal to the shear faults. Obviously, then, the
desired solution can be obtained from the assumed solu-

where i is the inclination of the tension flange with lion by deduct, lug the effects of the shear faults. This
respect to the compression flange, deduction is effeeted by superposing the effects of cor-

When a beam is tapered in width, neither the ordi- rective external shear forces that are assumed to be

nary bending l,heory nor the shear-lag theory is strictly applied in opposite direction to the shear faults.
applicable. The error caused by applying the ordinary If l,he magnitudes of the corrections were made equal
bending theory, however, is small for l_oi'mal angles of to the faults, the basic static equation (lb) would be
taper; to a similar degree of approximation., the follow- fulfilled at each station but the basic elastic relation
ing approximate method of shear-lag calculation may (lc) would be upset, As a compromise between these
be used. conflicting requirements, the correction is made equal

Assume that the taper is removed by making the to one-half the fault.

widths b at all stations equal to the width b_at the root. Because transverse forces are absorbed by the rib
At the same time, increase the sheet thicknesses in the system and are not considered, the introduction of an
ratio bdb. The result will be an. untapered beam that external shear is equivalent to the introduction of a pair
has the same shear stiffn.ess Gt/b at any station as the of equal and opposite forces. By St. Ven.ant's princi-
actual beam. This method of procedure aSSulnes that pie, the influence of such a combination of forces is felt
transverse components of longitudinal forces can be over only a linfited distance. In order to simplify tlie
neglected; this assumption is in keeping with the coInputation., it will be assumed that the influen.ee of
assumption of rigid ribs. each corrective force decreases to zero at the next sta-

Ir should be noted that the parameter K (equation lion.. Errors in.troduced by this simplification will be
(4)) in any bay of the fictitious untapered beam is equal small and will eventually be elimin.ated by repeating
to the corresponding parameter K of the actual tapered the process of correction.
beam, but the coefficients p, q, and 3' of the fictitious Application of the corrective forces to the initially
beam differ from those of the actual beam by the ratio assumed values of ¢r and % yields a new set of values
b/b, It is stated in reference 3 that the effect of taper for ¢_,.and _L, and the entire process is repeated. It will
in plan form might be more pronoun.ted than is indicated be found that ttie corrective forces are becoming smaller
by the method just given. Re-examination of the test with each repetition of the process, so that the solution
data in the light of the additional test experience gained will be obtained by a sufficient number of repetitions.
since reference 3 was written tends to show that the In theory, the computation, is finished when the correc-
method given here is sufficiently accurate for the taper tions to _,. and _L are reduced to one unit of the last
ratios likely to be encountered on wings, significant figure of ¢z,.or ¢L. In practice, the oompH-
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ration will often be finished sooner at the discretion of Column 6 gives tlLe increments of shear stress

the analyst, obtained from the basic relation (lc),
For single-stringer structures, the method of succcs- GAz. .

sire shear-fault reduction is unlikely to be favored over At=--_b (z_--s_) (SS-1) ,
the rccm'rence formula because the time required for a It will be noted that the values of hr in column 6 are
solution depends very much on the ability of the analyst
to make a good initial estimate of zF and _. The time positive. This sign arises from the fact that the integra-tion of the shear-stress increments proceeds from the'
required for a solution by means of the recurrence for- root to the tip so that the increments Ax are negative.
mula, on the other hand, is ahnost independent of the
skill and the experience of the analyst because the only Column 7 gives the shear stresses r in each bay.
item left to his choice is the n.mnbcr of bays. The These stresses are obtained by addingup the increments

AT given in column 6, starting at the root where T=0.
method of shear-fault reduction for single-stringer It should be noted that the values of Ar represent the
structures, however, is the direct basis of the most increments of shear stress for intervals of length hz
general method for analyzing multistringer structures,
and this fact justifies the description of the method, along the span; the distance between the root and themiddle of bay r is, however, only half an interval Ax, so

l_Iethod of successive shear-fault reduction.--In that the value of r in the root bay is r=}_Ar. Front
order to apply the method of shear-fault reduction., the here on, the full value of ar is added each time, unless
beam is divided into a con.vcnicn.t number of bays. the value of r at the tip is to be calculated when a one-
Because the computation ilrvolves numerical integra- half step would be used again. (The value of r at the
lion a_d differentiation,, the lengths ax of these bays tip is needed for tile calculation of the margin of safety
must be chosen fairly small so that no appreciable error but it is not needed for the calculations indicated in

is made by assuming the stresses to vary linearly in table 10. Consequently, this value is calculated only
each bay. Five bays may be considered as the mini- after the last cycle has been completed.)
mum. ]n order to reduce the time required for com-
putation and the possibility of errors, the bays should F Z F 1:
be made of equal lengths whenever feasible.

The computation is started by tabulating for each
station the give:n magnitudes of AF, At, t, G, and M/h
(or P) if they vary along tile span. if the beam tapers Ao'_ A%

inpreviouslyWidth,a discussed.fictiti°usbeam of constant width is used, as 8_'ctl 5w sfftl tarc "_ >
The magnitudes just en.umcrated should be separately

tabulated because they will rcmain constant; whereas,
tile m_fin part of the calculation is repeated a n.umber l I
of times. The details of the proc(_dure are learned most

easily by following column, for columu the mlmerical
example given in part III, table 10.

(a) (b)
Cohmm 1 in table l0 gives assumed values for _.. /z _ 7 //_ ,/_H,/////_//,

lit assuming these stress values, the analyst must be F_,_E 10. Shearfaultandshcar-faultcorrecIion.
guided by pre:vious experien.cc. It is possible to us_
entirely arbitrary values but, if the assumcd values Column 8 gives the increments of shear forcc
differ too much from the true ones, a large number of ASeE--rtAx (SS-2)
cycles of the computation will be required. The Cohnnn 9 gives tile increments AFL, obtained by sub-
simplest procedure for general use is to multiply the tracting the value of FL at the outboard end of the bay

stresses obtained from the ordinary bending theory by from the value of FL at the inboard end of the bay.
a factor slightly larger than unity. With some ex- According to the basic relation (le), AF_ should
perience, this factor can be estimated reasonably wall equal ASc_ in each bay. The differences in each bay
from a knowledge of the average of the shear-lag p'_.- constitute the shear faults

rametcr KL and the loading condition. SF=ASc, E--AF,. (SS-3)
Column 2 gives the foi'ees/;_,=z_.A_,.

_V/ _ and tile shear faults SF are given in cotmnn 10.
Cohmm 3 gives the forces Z'L=-h---/%, it1the case of Consider now figure 10 (a), which shows one bay with

a beam or I+)=P--F_, in the ease of an axially loaded a positive shear fault SF and the corresponding shear-
panel, fault correction SFC; SFC is in the form. of external

Column 4 gives the sti'esses ¢_=F_/Ar,. forces distributed uniformly along the bay.
Colunm 5 gives the differences between cohmms 1 and The length of a bay is small compared with the length

4 (¢_--¢L). of the structure; it may therefore be assumed that the
47_as._ 4a.....
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properties Of the structure just outboard and just ill- than tile sum of tile faults in tlie preceding cycle. This
board of the bay considered arc the same. Under this criterion is not sufficiently sensitive to prove the absence

assumption, one-half of tile shear-fault correction SFC of any numerical error, but it is sometimes a welcome
will bc absorbed by the structure outboard of the bay; help when starting e'llculations.
the other half will be absorbed by the structure inboard A complication arises when the longitudinal is not
of the bay. As previously stated, the total shear-fault con}looted at the root. In this case, the stress zLis equal
corrective force will be taken as one-half tile shear fault, to zero at the root but tile shear stress r is not equal t,o

Total SFC=-IsF_ (SS-4) zero. It is therefore impossible to proceed directlywith the summation of the increments zXr. In order to

Therefore the corrective force at the outboard end of overcome this difficulty, a trial value 70 for 7 at x 0

the bay will be is assumed, and the summation proceeds from this trial
value. From statics, it is evident that

SFCo=- SFC= SF (8S-oa) _=_
A_c1,:= 0

and the corrective force at the inboard end of the bay
will be 'Phe trial wflue r0 must therefore be negative, in order

1 . that the summation of the increments ASc,_ along the
SF6_=2SFC=-4SIC (SS-Sb) entire span may be equal to zero. On the first trial,

this condition will not be met except by accident, and
The corrective stresses AzF and kzL are found by divid- the trial value for r_ must be adjusted until the given
ing the corrective forces SFCo _nd SFC_ by the areas condition is met. Speaking graphically, the process
A_ or A_ and are shown in figure 10 (b). The signs of consists in finding the at'e_l, between '1 curve (the rt-
the corrective stress kzu are the signs given in formulas curve) and an arbitrary horizontal line an(/ then
(SS-5a) and (SS 5b), while the signs of the, corrective shifting the horizontal line until the area beeonles Zel'O.
stresses hal are opposite to those given in formulas After tile first (:ycle has been completed, the vah.e T.
(SS 5a) and (SS 5b) (fig. 10 (b)). obtained Call DCused as _ trial value for the second cycle,

At the tip station there is no outboard structure to and it will be so (:lose that tin* necessary adjusl,nent will
develop any resistance to the shear-fault correction be small.

force, Consequently, for the till bay When the longitudimd is discontinuotls al some point
"_ (,SFC,,==) (SS 5c) other than the root, the summation of the increments AT

SFCi=SFC:=:!SF_ (SS--5(1) may be performed in the usual manner for lhe regionbetween the root and the_ inboard end of the break.

In the numerical example (tat)le 10) it will be seen The region from the outboard end of the break to the
that cohmm 11 lists the wdues of SFCo and cohmm 12 tip is trealed in a manner analogous to that just dis-
lists the values of SFC,. At each station there is one cussed for a hmgitu(linal dis(.olltinuous at the root.
value of SFCo and one wrlue of SFC_. The sum. of the In a cambered beam,, thc basic equation (1(') must bc
two values is the final value, of tim shear-fault coffee- modified to read

G
t,ive force and is tabulated in cohnnn 13. dr==--£,bi [(al.... _r,,) -(_,*"-oZP)I (iX (le')

kCohmm 14 gives crF=St_C/AI,,, and cohumt i5 gives
Aa,,=--SFC/Az,. as showll ill l'efel'(_ne(_,2. In this equation, a,,." is the

The addition of the corrections ka_, to the initially st,ross ill the flal/ge calculated by the usual )lie formula,
assumed values of _, and of tile corrections zXacto the and at" is the stress in the longitudinal ('aleulatod by the

Mc/I formula. In the case of a flat cover, _/' equalsinitial values of zL gives a new set of vMues for z_,and zL.
The entire process is then repeated as indicated in c,cVand they('ancel, reducing ('qua.lion (It')to equation
table 11 but the column giving Fu is no longer needed. (le). When a beam is am@zed by the shear-fault-

The entire calculation as shown in table 11 is re- rechmtion method, formula (SS-1) must be modified to

pealed again and again until successive sets of values confoi'm with formula (lc'). An additional column will
therefore be required after column 5 in table 10.of zF and zL are judged to agree with sufficient accuracy.

Tile limit of possible accuracy is reached when tile ANALYSIS OF .MULTISTRINGER STRUCTURES

values of kz,, or kzL become equal to unity in the last Two methods will be given for the analysis of multi-
significant figure of z_,or zL. stringer structures. The first method consists in reduc-

In order to avoid carrying along errors, ]_ should be ing the problem to that of a fictitious single-stringer
M • structure that can be an.alyzed by the recurrence

obtained from the static equation FL=_--/_u every formula. The final step of transferring b'tck to the
second or third cycle instead of from zXzL. actual multistringer structure can be made only un(ler

Tile sum of tile shear faults may be used as anindica- the assumption that the chordwise distribution of
tioh that correct sign conventions have been used; the material---stringers atd sheet is uait'ornl ,'rod that the
sum of the faults in any given cycle must be smaller moduli E and (I are constant alon7 the chord. Small
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variations from uniformity can be disregarded but, makes it feasible to cover all possible cases with a single
when large variations exist, it is desirable to have a rule because in a limiting case such as shown in figure
more general method available. For such cases, a 1, for instance, obviously the entire sheet should be

• method of successive shear-fault reduction is described considered as constituting tile longitudinals. Ineiden-
that is an extension of the method of successive shear- tally, this rule tends to reduce the error due to the finite
fault reduction described for singlc-strhlger structures, mimber of stringers that will be discussed.

This method permits taking into account arbitrary _b0_--b_--Jb_!---_t , , _ ,

ehordwise variations of stringer size, stringer spacing,

SUBSTITUTE SINGLE-STRINGER METHOD A'3 I

Principle of method,--The transverse bending loads h
(a)

acting on a box beam arc taken up first by the shear •
-:-uA4

webs. The shear stresses in the web are partly con- _= _

vertcd into normal stresses at t.he flange; the rest of b
d .... d --_<-- dthe stresses become shear in the cover sheet, which is

gradually converted into normal stresses in the longi- ..wt ct ._.Ae+bet+_z_t

--q
i

tudinals as tim longitudinal plane of symmetry is y_ _ _" "_) ..'_,
approached. It may be said, therefore, that the most 'Ar_Al+bot+_ ]zt_ Aa+_bat_w't

important physic_d action centers around the flange h (b)

because the conversion of shear stress into bending _ }_.2A4+Xh.l.r¢
stress begins hera.

This consideration leads to a very convenient method

of analyzing a nmltistringer structure by substituting _--_-......... b_
temporarily a fictitious single-stringer structure. This T-_ va----Az= zot

' +2(Az+bet+2wt)

fictitious structure retains without change those parts 1 .,.(Aa.,._bJ:+_ot)
of the actual structure in which tile primary and the ---- ¢_
most important action takes place, namely, the shear |.[ (e)
web, the corner flange, and the sheet adjacent to it.
The longitudinals, however, are combined into a single _,(;v_ 11. idealizati ..... f multistringe ....... s section.

fictitious stringer, the "substitute single stringer," The width d of the idealized sheet between longitu-
lock,ted at the centroid of the internal forces in the dinals depends on the spacing b, between rivet rows and
stringers. The ,'malysis of the resulting single-stringer on tile type of the stiffeners. Open-section stiffeners
structure can be performed by tile methods previously (fig. 12(a)) do not contribute to the shear stiffness of
described and gives the actual stress in the flange the cover; therefore, d--b> Closed-section stiffeners
(equation (93)) as well as the actual shear stress in the (fig. 12 (b)) contribute to the shear stiffness of tile mover.
cover sheet next to the flange (equations (11)). For If this contribution is taken into account, tile idealized
the stress in the longitudinals, only an average value is width for shear deformation is d=bl-_b2_, in which
obtained by the analysis of the fictitious single-stringer
structure. The stresses in the hldividual longitudinals b2_----"_

,_ib/_ (13)of the actual strueture are calculated at any given sta-
tion along the span by assuming that the average
stress just calculated is distributed ehordwise according where t_, is the thickness of the stiffener and p is the
to the hyperbolic-cosine law found in such analytical perimeter, or developed, width, of the stiffener between
solutions as have been published• rivet rows.

The validity of the substitution method outlined

can be made plausible in a general way by reference to _--- b,- t -j b_ I..... b_i- j, b_ i

St. Venant's principle. A much more convincing proof, _ _--' _->7_ ° _7-=->___ =_.....
however, will be given by the comparisons between [_t_t
experimental and calculated results in the second part (a) (b)
of this paper. F_o_ 12.--Standard symbols for width of panels.

Determination of the substitute single-stringer strue- The idealized multistringer structure (fig. ll(b)) is
ture (first approximation),--A typical cross section of a now converted into a single-stringer structure by con>
multistringer structure is shown in figure 11 (a). This bining all idealized longitudinals into a single longi-
cross section is idealized as indicated in figure 11 (b). tudinal located at the force ccntroid of the longitudinals.
It should be noted that the effective width of skin Because the actual stresses are not known at this stage,
adjacent to the flange is considered as a longitudinal the stresses computed by the ordinary bending theory
distinct from the flange. The adoption of this rule are used to obtain a first approximation. For the flat
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covers under consideration, the force eentroid will then In order to facilitate the determination of Yb, figure
be the centroid of the cross-sectional areas of the 1"I has been prepared. With tile help of this figure,

stringers, the Mc/Istress being the same in all stringers. Yb (.an be determined by inspection after computing
'hThe distance of this eelm'oid from the flange is tlle the ratio _L/z_,.. P e stress at the center line is then

width bs of the substitute structure (fig. ll(c)). The computed by the formul'_

substitute structure can be analyzed by the recurrence zcL=_F/cosh Yb (16)
formula or by any other method if desired, if a second
approximation is to be made, tile calculations made for In order to compute the stress in any stringer at a given
the first approximation can be confined to finding' the distance y from the center line, it is only necessary to
stresses ¢F in the flange and ¢L in the longitudinal of compute Yy-(Yb)X(y/b) and to apply forimfla (14).

r (16) applythe single-stringer structure. 1 ormulas (14) to only when 0<zc/zF_l.

"L ! l-...... i
[

[ i
/a_- - i lI

t
\/OYb

Yb _ ......

6f ......... ..............

A,syrnptole _ !
08 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 ZO L2 L4 L6 /.8 2.0

dZav/ dF
F1GI'RE 1:3. Auxiliary graph for dt, termillillg ehordwise distribution el stresses.

Chordwise distribution of stresses. The analysis of in regions critical for design work, this condition is
the substitute single-stringer structure furnishes the prob._bly always fulfilled. For certain purposes such
flange stress _u and the ehordwise average of the stresses as checking the theory against experimental results,
in the longitudinals for all stations along the span. The howew;r, it may be desired to calculate the chordwise
actual ehordwise distribution of the stresses may be stress distribution at stations where the ratio tL/¢v falls
obtained in the following manner, as explained in outside of this range. It was proposed in reference 1
reference 1. to replace formulas (14) to (16) for such cases by

For the limiting case of infinitely many stringers, OO'CL(2 eosh 1"!t) (14n)
some analytical solutions have been obtained in the
form of solutions for the continuous cover sheet. ,2 sinh }'b
These solutions show that the ehordwise distribution Yb ___L (15a)

of the stringer stresses at any given station follows a 2--cosh Iq_ z_,.
hyperbolic-cosine law. The stress at _ distance y _cL:=_./(2 eosh )"b) (16@
from the center line may therefore be written as

Formula (15a) was used instead of fornmla (15) to
a--_c_eosh Yy (14) extend the range of tile Yb-curve in figure 13. [t will

where Y is an auxiliary parameter and zcL is the value be noted in figure 13 that the Yb-curve for very small
of z at y--0. In this equation, both the stress zcL in negative values of aL/¢_, does not become infinite as
the longitudinal at the center line and the auxiliary wouhl be expected by analogy with small positive
parameter Y are unknown. Two conditions are avail- va.lues. This peculiarity is caused by the approximate
able to determine these unknowns: (1) The average of nature of equation (14a) and is of no practical ira-
the stresses z between y--0 and y--b must be equal to portanee.
the stress zL of the substitute single stringer, and (2) Correction of chordwise stress distribution for finite

at the flange y--b, the stress z must equal the stress number of stringers. The method of computing string-
z_. The result is a transcendental equation for Yb, er stresses by using formula (14) is based on the assump-

tion that the stringers are infinitely closely spaced. 1f
tanhybYb ,rFzL (15) the spacing of the stiffeners is finite, the total internal
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force will be found by '_ summation instead of an late- external load. If a full-size stringer were located at
gration, and the internal force will differ somewhat the edge y=b (arrangement B, fig. 14), the summation
from the external force. The magnitude of the error of the stringer forces would yield too large a value.

depends on the number of stringers and on the curva- As long as Yb is less th_n about 1.5, the errors for these
tm'e of the chordwise stress plot, which is characterized two eases are numerically equal and are shown in
by the ratio _r./(rvor by the parameter Yb. figure 14.

The rule that the effective width of skin adjacent to,
.-A_ _ .-A_ _ the flange should be considered as a stringer (fig. 11 (b))

(. o i .'/";_ helps to reduce the error by bringing the actual case
b _O----_ between the two extreme arrangements A and B of

Af_canqemenf A Arronqemen/ B figure 14. In practice, the ratio of the actual force ton=2 r_=2

the summation of the calculated stringer forces may
be applied as a correction factor to the calculated
stringer stresses as illustrated by the numerical example

/6 in part III. This method of correction was used in
the analysis of all NACA tests described in part II

i / with very satisfactory results, even in some quite

)/2 // extreme cases; it was also used with very satisfactory
/ results in making eomparisotts with the Ebner-K6ller

_ - I // method. (See appendix B.) If the results obtained

_" by this method should be considered as too inaccurate,//

----]_ the method of successive shear-fault reduction may he
...... _/_ J / / _ 1 resorte(l to for improving the accuracy of the results.

_/_ i Successive approximations for substitute width,--Bv......| definition, the substitute width is the distance from the
0 ./ .z ' .3 .4 .5 .6 flange to the force centroid of the stringers. For in-

//n finitely many stringers, the eentroid can be found by
IfmU_'_E14. Errorin total force caused by finite number of stringers .... uml ..... f integration (reference 2), and its location is shown

stringers, except stringer contiguous to flange, grN)hieally in figure 15. The substitute width is

The sign of the error depends on the location of the given by the expression

[irst stringer near the Eang(,. Under theruh, s given ( ?_)for idealizing the multistringer cross section, the tirst bs= 1- b (17)
full-size stringer is located at y--b (l--l/n), where n
is the number of stringers (arrangement A, fig. 14). In any given ease, the factor 1--(yL/b) is taken from
For this ease the summ'_tion of the stringer forces will figure 15, a||d b is the effective width for shear deforma-
yield a smaller force th'm is nec(,ssary to balance th(, lion %sdefined by figure 11 (b).

- ' -------,--Z-.yb-TY/'/
/ _ (/-_-) ")Tg

/
_ /

.8- F c ..... _ --<_---- __ .2

- i

.7 -- -- .3

/
f

_ /
/ .4.6 /

-- _// I Ill II.5 x-!-4--r IIII IIII IIII Illl LLII IIII 1111 IIII IIII III IIII Ifll I It I111 IIII Illl lilt

0 / 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S /0
Yb

FIGUI_E 15,=-Graph for locating resultant internal force.
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In order to use figure 15 it is necessal T to know the any higher-order approximatiml to the substitute width
t;arameter Yb; for this reason it is necessary to make is then given by the expression
successive approximations. In the first approximation

it is assumed that there is ilo shear lag; in this case bs=2bsl(l_yL_ (17a)
Yb=0 and 1--(?/L/b) = 0.5. The first approximation to \0]

b
the substitute width is therefore bsl=_, and with this where the factor l-(yL/b) is determined as before, from

width the first analysis is carried out as previously figure 15.
discussed. The stresses _,. and zL are calculated for the
st.tl;stitute single-stringer structure, and for each station ME'rttOD OF SUCCESSIVE SIttlAR-_'AOLT ItEI)UC'rlON

the ratio %/zF is calculated and used to determine the Principle and scope of method.--The analysis of
value of Yb from figure 14. The spanwise average of muitistringer structures by successive shear-fault reduc-
Yb is then calculated and the correspoitding value of tion employs t.he same basic procedure that is used for
1--(_dL/b) is found from figure 15. This new value of the analysis of single-stringer structures. Some rood-
l-- Crib) is inserted in formula (17) to obtain the second ifications and additional concepts are, of course, re-
approximation to bs, and the analysis of the substitute quired to adapt the method to the much more eompli-
single-stringer structure is repeated with the changes cated problem of analyzing multistringer structures.
necessitated by changing the substitute width. The process of successive shear-fault reduction in a

If the stresses zF and zc obtained in the second single-stringer structure consists in '_ repetition of
approximation differ very much from the stresses ob- adjustments on a spanwise sequence of elements. It is
rained in the first approximation, a third approximation obviously not feasible to carry on such a process of
may be made. On account of the rapid convergence of adjustments at the same time on chordwise sequences
the process, the difference between the first and the of elements. In order to overcome, this difficulty, a
second approximations need not be very small to insure concept will be introduced that has heeome quite,
that the second approximation may be taken as final, familiar through the Cross method of moment distribu-
It is suggested that the stress analyst work some tion, namely, the concept of locking parts of the strut-
examples by means of the analytical formulas giw_n in ture in place to isolate the part being ttdjusted fl'om tim
reference 2. As a rough guide, it may be stated that, rest of the structure. The particular method of locking
if the accuracy of the 10-inch slide rule is used as a employed herein consists in locking certain stringers at,
criterion, the second approximation may be con- a given state of longitudinal strain, or, to use a descrip-
sidercd as the final one when the shear-lag parameter tire expression, in imagining them to be frozen solid.
/_L for the entire beam is greater than 4 in the first The stringers loeked at any given time arc the stringers
approximation. When KL is about 7 or greater than 7 to either side of the one being adjusted. The stringers
in the first approximation, the first approximation is are adjusted in sequence, starting from the flange and
sufficiently accurate. These relations are also in- proceeding to the center-line stringer. The process is
fluenced to some extent by the ratio A_,./AL. repeated until the agreement between successive cycles

The outlined procedure should be slightly modified for of the computation is considered satisfactory.
axially loaded panels. In such panels, the value of Yb The method is obviously more laborious thtm the
becomes infinite at the station where the axi'_l load is substitute single-stringer method. It is very general,
introduced. In order to avoid this difficulty, the span- however, and is capable of taking into account chord-
wise average of the ratios ¢L/¢Fshould be found t_ld 1"3 wise variations of stringer spacing, stringer area, sheet
for the average ratio ¢L/¢_.should be determined. This thickness, and shear modulus; it can also deal more sue-
method may be applied to beams in many eases and cessfully with structures having s very small number of
the final results obtained by the two methods will be stringers (two or three).
the same, at least for practical purposes. It is prefer- In practice, it will probably be found advantageous,
able, however, to use the two distinct methods to avoid in general, to use the substitute single-stringer method
uncertainties in procedure, to obtain a first approximation. Average values are

The method given for finding successive approxima- used wherever necessary. The method of shear-fault
tions to bs applies directly only when there are infinitely reduction can then be used to improve the accuracy of
many stringers. When there are only a few stringers, the results.
the first approximation bs_ is not equal to b/2 but is The method of shear-fault reduction has one advan-
determined by the eentroid of the areas of the stringers rage that may be helpful at times. After the constants
as discussed in cotmection with figures 11 (b) and 11 (e). have been computed and the first cycle has been ecru-
In such eases, it may be assumed that the ratio of a pleted, the work involved in succeeding cycles is so
higher-order approximation of bs to the first approxima- simple that it can be handled by computers with little
tion bs_is the same as though there were many stringers; eng'ineering training.
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Procedure for computation.--Thc computation is Columns 8 to I1 give the computation of tile shear
started by assuining initi'tl vtflues fox' the stresses in all force in the panel between tile stringers [3 and C; all
stringers h to F (fig. 16), taking care that at each sta- properties of this panel are denoted by the superscript
tion the summation of the internal forces equals the BC.
external force Jl,l/h or P. Colunm 12 gives the difference between the shear

The flange A is adjusted first. In order to effect forces in the two panels fox"each bay

this adjustment, the stringer [3 is locked at the state of D ,,A,; ,_,' -- A5 ci,'-- a_cu
stress initially assmned. Tim computation then pro-
eeeds in practically tile same manner as described for Cohmm 13 giw, s the force P_=znA,.
single-stringer structures; the only difference is that (_olumn 14 gives the increm.ents AF,.
the vahms of ¢_ (in this case an) are not changed but Column 15 gives the shear fault
remain the same fox" all cycles. After a number of SF--D--AF_

cycles say five cycles the adjustment of stringer A Columns 16 to 19 give tile shear-fault correction
is stopped, and stringer A is locked at the state of stress stress hz_ in analogy with the columns 11 to 15 of the
just computed, single-stringer computation.

Before the adjustment of stringer A was started, After several cycles---say five cycles--the adjustment
statie equilibrium existed between the internal stringer of stringer 13 is stopped, and the stringer is locked at,
stresses and the external load at each cross section, the stresses thus obtained. The ln'ocess of adjustment
After the adjustinent, equilibrium no longer exists; has again upset the static equilibrium; that is, the ex-
before the adjustment of stringer 13 is started, it will ternal force at any 9ross section will not be exactly

A _ c D E Z balanced by the summation of the internal stringer
forces assumed to exist at this stage. Static equilib-
rium is restored as before by increasing the stresses in
the stringer that will be adjusted next, namely, stringer
C.

Stringer C is now unlocked and adjus_d, and the
procedure of adjusting and restoring equilibrium is
continued until the center stringer is reached. The
entire process is then repeated several times until suc-
cessive values of all st,ringer stresses in the structure
sa'e in sufficiently close agreement.

/z _////////////,_/////_//////,'//////zz In the ease of a eambered cover, it is necessary to¢±

FIGUIIEl{J. introduce the same modifie'ttion as discussed fox"single-

be nedessary to restore this equilibrium. To tiffs end, stringer beams, based on the modified basic equation
the stresses in stringer B are increased or decreased (le'). After column 4 of table 12 a column nmst be

added fox"[(CrA--¢_)-- (eraP- ¢_P)];similarly, after eolunmso that the summation of the internal forces at each

st'xtion again equals the extern'd force. 8 a eohmm lnust be added for [(_B--_c)--(_P--_cP)].

With these corrected stresses acting in stringer [3, ANALYSISOFCUT-OUTEFFECTS
the adjustment of stringer 13is started. Stringer h is Principle and scope of raethod.--The most eonvenien_
locked at tile stresses obtained from the first process of and the most rapid method of analyzing structures
adjustment; stringer C is locked at the stresses initially with cut-outs is the indirect, or inverse, method. The
assumed. The detailed form of the e0mputation is analysis by the indirect method is made in two steps.
shown in table 12 of part III and differs from that used First, the structure is analyzed for the basic condition
fox' single-stringer structures only in so far as necessary that exists before the cut-out is made. The results
to take into account the fact that there is a sheet and of this basic analysis are used to calculate the internal
a stringer on either side of the stringer being adjusted forces that exist along the l)oundary of the proposed
instead of only one sheet and stringer on one side. cut-out. External forces equal and opposite to these

Columns 1, 2, and 3 of table 12 give the values of the internal forces are then introduced; these external
stringer stresses ¢A, ¢C, and ¢B. They are listed in forces reduce the stresses to zero along the boundary
this sequence to separate the values of ¢A and ¢c, of the proposed cut-out, and consequently the cut-out
which remain constant during the adjustment of can now be made without disturbing the stresses.
stringer 13,fi'om the stresses _, and the other quantities The external forces introduced to reduce tile stresses
that change during the adjustment, along the boundary of the cut-out to zero will be called

Columns 4 to 7 give the computation of the shear tile "liquidating" forces, a term used by R. V. South-
force in the panel between stringers h and 13; all well in a somewhat different meaning. In general, it
properties of this panel are denoted by the superscript will be impossible to calculate accurately the stresses
AB. that these liquidating forces set up _t a distance from
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the cut-out. Some simplification of the problem is equivalent to assuming that the skin panels 8C and
permissible because the liquidating forces form self- DE are rendered inoperative by slotting them length-
equilibrated systemsso that, by St. Venant's principle, wise. Under this assumption, th.e problem becomes
their effects become negligible at seine distance from identical with the problem of tile free panel shown in
the cut-out. In order to obtain numerical answers, figure 18. TILe analytical solution for the free panel is
however, it is necessary to make very stringent sire- given in reference 1; for tl_e present purpose it can be

plifying assulnptions, and the method can therefore simplified by assuming that tile structure is very long
be applied only to reasonably small cut-outs, on either side of the cut-out. The forces in the stringers

TILe treatment given here is confined to structures inboard and outboard of the cut-out are then given by
having distinct stringers. For cases in which the the formula
stringers and the skin are fused into a homogeneous 1
unit, it is preferable to use the standard methods of the P= :h _-rot;LeK_ (18@
theory of elasticity; some solutions of the cut-out

where re is thc basic she'u' stress existing in th.e panel
problem for such cases may be found in publications on before the cut-out is made, t is the thickness of thetile theory of elasticity.

Effects of removing a skin panel.--Figure 17 (a) shows penal, L is the length of the cut-out, panel, qnd B2 is the
the internal shear forces that exist along the edges of a shear-lag parameter defined by

skin panel bounded by two stringers and two ribs. -2 (It/ 1
The directions of the force arrows are the positive /i =_){Tcc_-_] (18b)

Zoo_I e I,f,_p 11"
/I ___1

C /D e B C D B C 0 E ----x r- - - -

I

I
R t

H[_-lt I _ ! A1 A_[IAa At

hi It f 1 -

gff t
I

___ t_ ......

r,;ol #) (b) (_) _- ,z-
FIGURE 17.--Effects of rcin0ving a skin panel. FIGURE IS.---Free panel.

directions in accordance with the general sign conven- The signs of the stringer stresses set up by the liqui-
tions. In order to reduce the shear stresses along the dating forces P a.re indicated in :figure 17 (c) for tbc
edges of the panel to zero, external or liquidating shear case of a positive bqsic shear stress r0. The shear
forces are introduced as shown in figure 17 (b), which stresses set up by the liquidating forces are giwm by

are equal and opposite to the internal shear forces; only 1 _ a-_
the forces acting on the main structure are shown ill r-:-2ro[-_Le- " (lSe)

figure 17 (b) because the stresses in tile skin panel itself
are of no interest, and are of such tt direction as to incret_se the basic shear

In most practical cases, tile stringer areas and the stresses. Within the rcgion of the cut-out, the stringer
skin thicknesses just outboard of d_e cut-out are th.e forces w_ry linearly between the maximum values
same as these just inboard of the cut-out. Tb.e obtained by setting x=0 in formula (18a). The con-
stress-distribution set up by the liquidating forces will vention for measuring x in formulas (18a) and (18c)
then be symmetrical about a chordwise line bisecting is shown in figure 17 (a).
the cut-out. Figure 17 (c) shows schematically the The shear stresses given by formula (18c) are prob-
stresses set up in the stringers with the signs appropriate ably conservative because some of the shear load is
to the ease where the basic stresses are positive. The taken by the adjoining panels, which are assumed to be
figure indicates stresses only for the two stringers inoperative in this simplified theory: Conversely.
bordering the cut-out; the stresses in the other stringers allowance must be made for increased shear stresses in
are small enough (as will be shown experimentally in the adjoining panels. Considerations of continuity
pt. III) to be neglected in view of the fact that the indicate that, in the immediate vicinity of the corners
changes in stress distribution caused by a small cut-out of the cut-out, the maxinium shear stresses in the
are small compared with the basic stresses, adjoining panels BC and DE of figure 17 should be

The assumption that the liquidating forces of figure taken as equal to the maximum stresses given by
17 (b) set up stresses only in stringers C and D is formula (18c).
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l_ffects of cutting strmgers,--t lgure 19 (a) shows a where b (h:no_cs temporarily the effective half-width of
cut-out obtained by removing three skin panels and the cut-out. The tests to be described in part ]iI
cutting two stringers. The effects of removing tile indicate, however, that, even when only one stringer is
skin panels can be calculated by the method described cut, it is justifiable to assume that several of the con-
in the preceding section. The effects of cutting the tinuous stringers participate in furnishing the reaction
stringers are represented by tlle liquidating fore(}s P to the liquidating forces. The silnplestassumpdon that
shown in figure 19 (a). The liqui(lating forces cause can be Inade about the participation of other s_ringers
comI)ressive stresses in the cut stringers and tensile is expressed by setting
reactions in tile uncut stringers if the basic stresses %re
positive, that is, tensile. By analogy with the preeed- A,_-A(_+AHe -'_/_'] A_e :.e,_/,,q_. . . (21)
ing e'lse of the skin panel, it may be assumed that the
tensile re%ction to the liquidating forces is entirely when formulas (19)are used. The stresses e_msed by
furnished by the two stringers bordering the cut-out; the liquidating forces m'e ttlen

the stress system shown in figure 19 (b) is based on this ¢o=<, P2/Ae_
assumption, and the numerical solution is obtMned by
considering one cut stringer and the adjacent cm> _*_ :_ee-_'/_
timmus st.ringer to work together as %fl'ee panel. _z=z_e --_/_' J (22)

ER°°;I F5 C D E F G H I

I,
T,>_ (a) (,_)

iq(;um¢ 19.--Effects of etlttillg stringers,

The solution for the free panel (fig. 18) of infinite Whm_ O1!1y Oll.0 st,ringer is hlterrupted, half of it is con-
length is sidered as constituting Av When n stringers are i:nter-

PI=P2=Pe -K_ (19a) mpted, the n/2 stringers on each side of tile cut-out arcconsidered to constitute A1, and they are assumed to be
)

¢,=P_/A_ _.,.=1 2/A2 (19b) concentrated at their common eentroid to determine b.

It is apparent that the use of formula (20) will ber= PKe -_ex (19c) conservative for stringers D and G and the skin panels
between them but somewhat uneonservative for

with K defined by stringers and panels distant from the out-out.
At present, insutfieient theoretical or experimental

- 2 gt/ ..... (19d) knowledge is available to define the limits within which
the method presented here may be safely used. It

If symmetry o/bout a longitudinM line through the center would seem advisable to consider this method as giving
of the cut-out is assumed, the numerical solution for tile

only a. first approximation when more than three
cut-out is obtained in the first approximation by stringers are interrupted by tile cut-out. The method
setting in formulas (19b) and (19d) of shear-fault reduction must be rcsorl_ed to in such

A_=A_=Au A2=Av=A_; d=b (20) eases to improve tile accuracy of the results.

477389--43-----3
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, _ _ _ o_ THEORY OF SHEAR LAG

[ , ' New NACA tests.--Previous experimental investiga-
, 3@/z I tions on shear lag have been generally confined to panels
. ' ' and beams of constant cross section; it was therefore

, _ _ I considered desirable to obtain experimental verification
/ on a beam with a variable cross section. Although the

,', o ', o ',, o ',( o o ! o _ -l- cross section can be varied in a number of ways, it was
f- I I 1. deemed mos_ important and instructive to verify the

[

influence of tapering the cross-sectional area of the
I stringers.

/2 A skin-stringer panel was therefore built as shown in

I figure 20 and tested in three different set-ups. A photo-
graph of the second set-up is shown in figure 21. InI

• [ order to obtain a sensitive check on the theory, the panelL
/ o o i o ',; o o o - _L__ was designed for large shear-lag effects by using a large
7_j .... __ _ _J __ ...... ratio of stringer area to sheet area.
¢2' //z-'| //z. //2.. //_ //_ //2- The tension panel was then converted into a beam by

--- 4--4-- 4--_---4- -- 4- -- 4-- :-- 4----'.
adding shear webs; a cross section of the beam is shown

24 in figure 22, and figure 23 shows the inside of the beam
with strain gages set up at one station• This beam is

_: -'_ _: 't _: _: 2g _: designated beam 1. Beam 1 was also tested with two=015

Two strl;oz ./28 each small cut-outs and two large cut-outs located symmet-
FmuR_ 20.--Panel for tests with axial load. Sheet 178 T. Stringers 248 T, rically to the longitudinal axis. Figure 24 shows a

_-i0sx_0_. strain-gage set-up on the beam with the large cut-outs.
After the cut-out tests were completed, the beam was

cut off just outboard of the first bulkhead, producing a
very short wide beam, designated beam 2. The test
set-up for this short beam is shown in figure 25.

FIGURE 2!.--Test set-up for panel,
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It was also considered desirable to verify tile validity
of the theory in the limiting ease of a beam without
stiffeners. The dimensions of a beam built for this pro'-
pose, designated beam 3, are given in figure 26, and the
test set-up is shown in figure 27. In order to obtain a
sensitive check on the theory, the beam was made
quite short.

As indicated in figure 26, beam 3 was tested in two
conditions: first without corner flanges (original cross
section) and then with corner flanges consisting of flat
strips riveted to the cover as close to the corner as pos-
sible (modified cross section).

The beam was built aml loaded symmetrically about
a transverse plane; it was thus possible to realize the
condition of a built-in end and at the same time to

measure strains directly at the root section.

.j ...212 Ix/× _6

......_ ×2_,;o_o__ooIto_,_po,nt r 49
l

FIGURE 22.--Cross section of beam 1. Covet" of beam is panel shown in figure 20. /_r_,7" /2 _.---- /2 /2 _-- /2 /_2

i' _ _:_i!_: "i ? (a) P

:::::::::::::::!::_ _ ""

_ ...... i_;ii{ Jr--__ .

(_)

(a) Side view.
(b) Original cross section.

i_l! _- .:.::::!:i!i!!!i!!iii!!i!i!!_::i::i::i (c) Modified cross section.

_!iiii:_::.:'_*>... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::2:: FIGURE 26.---Beam 3.BulkheadSheet24S-T,tslE_10.6X 1@;cross sections.Stringers24S-T, E=10.3X10_.
FIGURE 23. Test set-up for beam I. "

•';" " " "":'"_""............................................................ i_ii !_i!::_i;.N __i__ ' .._:_........si_i_::i i

• iiii: .........}i!!

, _iiii',iiii;__ili','__ii!!ii_,iiIiii_;iii!iii#::!_iii:',iifiiii_iiiii
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::__iiiiii _!jiii_. iiiiL

.........."........ .::_ .*_.._ :':":_ii_;_"i

.....s:_l.:_:!:_:_:_:i_liil#iiii_iiiiii!_i:i;ii_i;ii:i_i,iiiii:::?:iii:iiii_:_iiii:i:_;_i_sii!i__iiii;_;;ii;iiii_i_!iiii!,.:".

FIGURE 24.--Test set-up for beam 1 with cut-outs. FIGIJRE 27. Test seI-llT) for beam 3.
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�lOom

- 336 cm (132.281b, ) (43.341#.)

, ---- 7r 7F

' ' ' ' ' I I
, ', ', ' I , ,

i l 1 i _ 32.3c/n{,Z.7//n) t=l.Zmm
(0.047/n.)

I*'IGURE 28.--Skctoh of test, beam [1'oi11 rcfel'eilcc 5.

..t ] ......'_p p

Case / Case 2 Case 3

Fraying: 29.--Diagt'am of loading cases for panel. P-1200 l)(mnds.

All strain readings were takenwith 2-inch Tuckerman beam tests reported in reference 5. The beam tested
gages. These gages were always used in pairs on op- in reference 5 is shown schematically in figure 28.
posite sides of the sheet or the stringer to eliminate as
far as possible the effects of local bending. Temperature TEST RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH THEORY
variations during the tests were confined to I°F, Methods of analysis used,--All calculations were
limiting the error in stresses to about 50 pounds per made by analyzing tile substitute single-stringer struc-
square inch. ture by means of tile recurrence formula. The stresses

The load was applied in fern' equal steps in all el the in the stringers were computed by using tile method of
cases except one, in which case three steps were used chordwise distribution as described in part I of this
(beam 1, case 4). The stress readings plotted corre- paper, including the correction for a finite number of
spend to the highest test load used but were obtained stringers. Unless otherwise noted the calctflated re-
by drawing the best-fitting straight lines through the suits shown as curves in the figures are those obtained
load-strain plots and correcting for zero shift when nec- with the second approximation for the substitute width.
essary. The friction of tile loading appar'ttus was 1)srt i does not give explicit rules for determining tile
measured several times (luring the tests and was found width ba of the idealized sheet between stringers when
to be 2 percent, unless otherwise noted on the spanwise the stringers are arranged as in beam 1. The sheet was
stress plots. Corrections h_we been applied for friction, assumed to be clamped between the opposing stringers

Young's moduli for the striflgers were determined with an effectiveness of 50 percent; in other words, the
from several specimens cut from the beams after the calculations were made as though the stringer s were
tests had been completed. For the sheet used to man- attached by two rows of rivets separated by half the
ufacture beam 3, the modulus was determined from width of the stringers.
several test coupons cut from the same sheet front which New lghCh tests.--The panel was tested under three
the beam was fabricated. The moduli obtained are conditions, as schematically indicated in figure 29.

noted on tile drawings of tile specimens. Figures 30 to 32 show tile experimental and the calcu-
In all these tests the buckling stress of the sheet was lated results in the form of spanwise plots of stress.

never exceeded enough to cause an appreciable redue- Figures 33 and 34 show the corresponding chordwise
tion in tile average shear modulus. In many tests plots for the first two cases.
there was no visible buckling at all. The agreement between experiment and theory is

Old tests reanalyzed.--Because the methods of anal- very satisfactory except ne_lr the root in cases 1 and 2.
ysis proposed.in this paper are relatively new, it seems The experimental points in this region scatter badly
desirable to buttress them with as many experimental about a mean line (figs. 33 and 34). Integration of the

verifications as possible. An effort w_s therefore made measured stresses over the cross section gives internal
to secure all available test results and to analyze them forces that agree within about 5 percent with the exter-

by the proposed methods. It was found, however, that nal load, indicating that the strain measurements are
many published tests were of doubtful value for fur- fairly accurate but that there was some irregular be-
nishing quantit'ttive cheeks because very thin sheet that havior of the structure. It was thought that this Jr-
buckled at low loads had been used in these tests; the regularity might be caused by play in the bolt holes at
effective shear modulus could not, therefore, be ealeu- the root; several holes were therefore carefully reamed
lated with sufficient accuracy for a quantitative check, out for the next larger size of bolts before making the
The tests considered usable were a test on a compression beam tests, and the chordwise plots of stresses for the

panel made by White and Antz (reference 4) and two beams were much more regular.
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_.Bean 1 was tested under the four loading conditions ! gure 41 shows tile results of test 1 on beam 3.
shown in figure 35. Tile spanwise stress plots are Because the beam is symmetrical abou_ the longi-
shown in figures 36 to 39. The agreement between tudinal axis as well as the transverse axis, there are four
tests and theory is very satisfactory for the most highly stress values for each station. It will be noted that in
stressed stringers.near the flange and for the flanges most eases the four values agree very closely, whid_
themselves, except for the fact that the experimental indicates that the beam showed excellent symmetry of
stress in the flange at the station nearest the root is strain about both axes.
slightly high in cases 1 and 4. In the stringers near This test is a rather crucial test on the range of
the center line, the experimentalstresses arc higher than wdidity of the theory. It has been held by some
the calculated stresses near the root in cases 1, 3, and 4. investigators that the theory of shear lag as developed
It is believed that the discrepancy can probably be in this paper would not apply to the limiting case where
('harged to the assumption that the sbeet was 100 per- the elements of the cover carrying shear (the sheet

Sfof/ons

.9 12 I1 I0 .9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I

-- Colculo/ed with ,shear" 1 9 ] !

+ x Expez-/_eoto/ I " ....... ] ...... /,/._z"

5 / i
/

4 _'_ x A+ x G /

_ ----_ _ + _. _ ------ _ -- ................. I---
I

,_.o ........... I --

#,

_2 ]B+ xF i I
I.-

0
|
I

2 C+ xE .............. i

| I
e ....... % ........................................... U ' I ....

............................... , -t '. "

48 44 .40 36 ,32 28 24 20 16 12 8 4 0
O/sJonce from Ep, //7.

_IGURE 32.--Stresses in panel, case 3.

cent effective in contributing to the stiflener area. panels) and the elements carrying normal stresses (the
There are fairly consistent indications from a number of stringers) are merged into a single unit, namely, a sheet.
tests that this assumption is too optimistic, when the. Figure 41 shows that this opinion is too pessimistic; the
ratio aF/aL :is large. A similar observation wasmadein agreement is not perfect, but the maximum flange
reference 6. This remark applies both to the compres- stresses, which are of paramount interest for design,
sion side when the stresses are below the buc]ding are predicted fairly well.
stresses for the sheet and to the tension side. On the The Inain difficulty in applying the theory to the case
compression side, the well-known effective width of the just discussed lies in the fact that A_, becomes very
sheet must be used when the sheet has buckled, small compared with AL; the flange a'ea consists only

The results on beam 2 are shown in figure 40. In view of the area }_ ht, wifich expresses the participation of
of the fact that this beam has an extremely small ratio the shear web in the bending action. For small ratios
of length to width as well as a small shear-lag parameter of Au to AL, the shear-lag parameter K becomes very
K, the agreement is excellent, large and sensitive to errors in A_.. The difficulty is
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S/ahb/7 /2 I/ ,9 7 5 4 3 2 I

_ wi#_out sheor/o9-

I_ _wi/h sheaf Ioq\ll
F :+- _.+4 t-

G 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 O_ 4 0 2 4 8 0 2 46-_ +-
•3tFess, k,'ps/_9 in.

FmLm_ 33. Chordwisc distribntion of stresses in t)ancl, case !'

S¢o//on /2 3 7 6 4 3 2 /

AB -+ + I +F-- I + _ k +

C

F --+ --- +

G 2 0 2 O 2 O 2 # O 2 40 2 # .0 2 4 0 2 4 6
._h-es_, k/D_/_q in.

.Fmul_434.--Chordwise distribution of stresses in panel, ease 2.

obviated wlien a corner flange of reasonable area is midspan with stringers D and E. Figure 46 shows
provided; in built-up structures, such a corner flange is the experimental stresse_ and the stresses calculated
usually provided in the form of an angle for riveting under the assumption that only stringers D and E are
the cover to the shear web. In beam 3, a corner flange stressed.

was pro'vided by riveting flat strips along the edges, as p

test results for this condition are plotted in figure 42
and show excellent agreement with the theory, i i i i ', J

01d tests.--Figure 43 shows the experimentM and
the calculated results for the compression panel de-
scribed in reference 4. _ P P

Figure 44 shows the results of the test on the beam Case / Co_e 2
described in reference 5 for a load applied at the tip.
Figure 45 shows the _est results for the same beam under
loads distributed as indicated in figure 28. The agree-
ment is fairly satisfactory.

Cut-out tests.--The approximate method of analyz-

ing cut-outs described in this paper is based on the _ " ; ; I " I
assumption tha.t a pair of equal and opposite forces , ' , ' '

applied to adjacent stringers does not affect other _ 1 1 1stringers very much. A special test was made on
beam 1 to verify directly the validity of this assump- _ P P P P PCase 3 Case 4

tion. Two equal and opposite forces of P= 1162 pounds F_R_ 35.--Diagram of loading cases forbeam1. P=600pounds on eachshear
were applied to bolts at the intersections of the rib at web forcases 1, 2,and 3; P=225 pounds on each shear web forcase 4.
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FIGUI',E 36.--Comparisons between calculated and experimental stresses in beam 1, case 1.
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Figure 47 shows tile results of the test on bea.m 1 sq_.,rei,,,ch
Corner aJJgle ............... 0. 300

with small cut-outs located a.s shown by the sketch; Skin from corner to rivet line (0.375X0.040) .015

only the sldn wa.s cut out in this case. Equivalen_ of web (_X6.00X0.065) ........ 065

Figure 48 shows the results of the test on beam 1 Are_ of idealized flange__ : .......... 0. 380
with la.rge eut-outs located as shown by the sketch aml

in figure 24. The a.greement between theory a.nd The first stringer immediately adjacent to the flange
experiments for the cnt-out tests is very sa.tisfa.etory consists of only the efl'ective width of sMn; the arjea.
except for the discrepa.neies already noted in the is
tests on the same beam without cut-outs. 20X0. 040X0. 040 0. 032 square inch

41 E'mh of the next two stringers consists of' a. stiffener'rod a double strip of skin; the al'ea of each idealized

2 i stringer is therefore
I

a _ .......... ! A=0. 200q-2}(20X0. ()40}((). 040.=:(}.264 square inch

The stringer at the center line ha.s one-half this a.rea,
_ : _ A+-_ or 0. 132 squa.re inch.

" / The total area of the I(mgitu(linals is

3 t A#--0.032 ,_().264q 0 264@0 132--0.692 square inch

.e a I The id(,a.lized cross section is shown in figure 49 (b).
..... * l Problem 2. To lind the idealized cross section of a

_-_----_ _ _-_t3+- I)eam with closed-section stiffeners:&, _-_-- The a(tl a.l (.ross section of the be'ml is shown in
¢ figure 49 (c). Tim efrecdv(_ width of the sheet is to be(q

t a.ken as w=2Ot.
"_ -- -- Co'lculcy/ed w/lhouf 3heoP

/09 "Mold The effective wi(Ith 1)2 for shetlr (leform'_tion is, by
2 -- Co/cu/a/ed w//h shear" lag-- formula. (13),

+ X ExpeFimer)fcff

/ _. c_ lhe- , 0._"50",,-----. --- 80 Xl-5¢)_ - 0.7 5 in eh

3 The idea.lized width from the fl'l.nge to the first stringer is
therefore

2

-- d= 3.25-[- _X 0.75 = 3.63 inches
/ "---'- _ -----_ D+

_._ a.nd the idea.lized width of the second a.nd third panel is
/g 8 4 0

D/s/ante f_Om fl_o, /½. (/, = 2.50 @ 0.7 5 = 3.2 5 irl eli es

Fmuiu_ 40.--Comparisons bctwe .... alculatcd and cxperimeHtal stresses in 1....... 2. The a.rea.s of the flange A_. and of the first sma.ll stringer
Friction, 4 percent.

a.re the s_mm a.s in problem 1.
Ill. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES The a.rea, of the second as well a.s of the third idealized

stringer is obtained by adding the following areas:
IDEALIZATION OF CROSS SECTIONS

Square i:_ch

Problem 1,--To find the idealized cross section of a Hat seetiolt................. 0. 260

beam with open-section stiffeners: Skin between rivets (1.5X0.040) . _ . 060
Two strips of skin (2X20X0.040X0.040) . 064

The aetua,1 cross section of the beam is shown in

figure 49 (a). The effective width of the sheet for Area of idealized stringer_ .... 0, 384

normal stresses is to be ta.ken as w_--2Ot. The stringer a.t the eenter line has one-ha.If this area., or
The idealized widthd for shear deforma.tion (fig. 11) 0.192 squa.re inch.

is equal to the width between rivet rows, tha.t is, 4 The total area of the ]ongitudinals is
inches.

AL--0.032+0.384@0.384+0.192=0.992 square inch
The area of the idealized flange is obtained by adding

rp1the following areas: . ,ne idealized cross section is shown in figure 49 (d).
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ANALYSIS OF A MULTISTRINGER BEAM, OBTAINED BY tapering effective width of beam 1 has been replaced
THE USE OF THE SUBSTITUTE SINGLE-STRINGER by a constant width; the slightly tapering effective

METHOD AND THE RECURRENCE FORMULA depth, with a discontinuity at the midspan, has been
e/yen data,--]4 lgurc 50 shows the idealized form of a replaced by a constant depth" the load has been located

beam; the problem is to find the stresses in this beam exactly '_t tim Lip instead of at the actual locat'ion of

Sto/,ion.5 5to1/on5
V! V IV II[ ] [ I V[ V IV _]
6 5 4/ ,3 Z / 6 5 4 f1

4

!
3 S/r/n.

/ _-- _'_-_ _.._
C,E _ ....._

, I

i

D m m """

Z4 ZO /6 /2 8 4 0 24 20 16 /'£ & 4 0
D/a/,anc8 from /'/p, /n. O/S/-ance from /'/p, lb.

FIGURE 41.--Comparisons between calculated and experimental stresses in beam 3, FIGUI{E 42. Comparisons between calculated and experimental stresses inbeam 3,
case 1. Friction less than _//_percent, case 2. Friction less than 1/_percent, Third approximation.

under the load indicated by the use of the substitute 0.56 inch from the tip. None of these deviations
single-stringer method and the recurrence formula, amounts to more than 2 percent at any point; the results

This idealized beam is very nearly identical with the obtained in these numerical examples can therefore be
idealized form of beam 1 discussed in part II. The compared quite closely with the corresponding cal-

following simplifications have been made: The slightly eulated curves shown in part II.
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From tile data given in figure 50, table 1 has been The coefficients p, q, and "r are cMculated by t'ormulas
prepared to give the data in the form required for the (3a), (3b), and (3c); because G and t are constant in
analysis, this particular beam, the common factor Gt has been

First approximation to the substitute single-stringer omitted from all coefficients.
struetures.--The first approximation to the substitute

single-stringer structure is obt,'dncd by combining the ! [ ___--I -[-- I

5. 0 L_ - _ wl'th

4.0--, ----

3,0 J BCD I

//,//,//,//,//,//,// / ]

1,0
a b c d e f g

,Sl-oh'on3,

¢_ (a) Stress in flauge.

(b) Stress in center strinpZer.

FL(;URE 44. (_olnia'_risolls hetwe6n calculated and exI:erimenta[ stress, us ill beant el

k reference 5 for ti E) load.

.,_ _ _ _-_
_;, _ With the coefficients eompute<l in table 2, the system
_-.i of equations for the X-forces (first approximation) is

"_ oI
c_

/.0 .............
[

O*c .......

0

1,0 .... z .......

d,,

I

0 .2 .4 .5 .8 LO
Oi3/ance from root

FIGURE 43, -(_olnt]aris0ns between calculated and experimental stresses in panel of
reference 4.

stringers constituting A_, !nto a single stringer located
at the centroid of AL. As indicated in figure 50, this a b c d e f g

centroid is located 6.28 inches from the flange, and ,stot/o.._
this distance is by definition the sllbst, itute width in (a) Stress in flange.(b) Stress in center stringer.

the first approximation.
The computation of the coefficients required for the F,,;_: ,tS.--Comla_risons betweencalculatedandexperimental stressesinbeamofreference 5 for distributed load.

analysis of tile substitute beam is shown in table 2.
The values of A_, and AL arc the same as for the actual written in conformance with equations (5). The

structure and are obtained from table 1. The shear-lag boundary conditions are X0=0 and 7_+_=0.
parameter K is calculated from formula (4). The --XL(0.1400+0.1388)+X2(0.1182)=--66.7+66.5

substitute width bs just found is used where b appears xKo.1182)-x:(o.1388+o.1376)+xa(0.1190)=-66.5+66.3
in this formula, so that. X_(0.t190) --X_(0.1376+0.1362) +X4(0.1191) = --66.3+66.1

X3(O.1191) -- Xt(O.1362 + O.1358) + Xs(0.1200) = --66.1+ 66.0

Gt 0.40X0.015=0.000956 x/o.1200)-xKo.1358+o.1347)+xdo.1201)= -66.o+66.o
Ebs 6.28 X5 (0.120 I) -- X 0 (0.1347) : -- 66.0
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These equations are then solved, and table 3 gives the tile ratio _s/o_=0.535, and the corresponding value of
final computation of the stresses in the substitute beam Yb=1.760 from figm'c 13. This value of Yb is entered
as obtained from formulas (9a) and (9b). in table 6, and the values of Yy for the two intermediate

Second approximation to the substitute single- stringers B and C are calculated by proportion and
stringer structure.--The calculation of the second entered in eolmnn 2. Next, the hyperbolic cosines are
approximation begins with the last two colmnns of entered in cohmm 3. The stress in the center stringer
table 3. The parameter Yb is obtained from figure 13 D is now calculated by formula (16)
for each station, and the average value of Yb is com-

5000
puled. From figure 15, the value of 1--(yL/b) corre- oct-- --1673 pounds per square inch
spending to this aw',rage value of Yb is read, and the 2.992

second approximation to the substitute width is ob- and entered in cohmm 4. The stresses in the stringers
rained by form.ula (17a). Actually it is not necessary to B and C are then calculated by formula (14) and entered
compute the second approximation of bs; it is possible in colunm. 4.

to proceed directly to the new values of the shear-lag Cohnnn 5 gives thd cross-sectional areas of the string-

parametcrKby dividing the values of Kgiven in table 2 ors A._t, and cohmm 6 gives the internal forces _A,_t.
by the expression _/'2_---(?tr_/b)]. Table 4 gives the The sum of these forces will not equM thc force zLAL on

S 1a t/ons
8 5 4 3 2 0

i i i
i I i
r i I
J i

p i J

................ _@8-4e

....3.625" .3.625 _.- 3. 625

,J'se,,|.-.o3o I..3/e / I,,_/8 r ./5,_ .eeg.. ' ' j

rO
()

J#Iii/71I.F, ,r)0, I]1;_1.111 IISed f0f lllllllOl'JCld [tXalllllh_S.

now values of K and tile computation of th.e new set of account of the finite number of stringers, and a eorrec-
coefficients p and q for the recurrence formula. Table 5 lien m.ust be applied to all of the s_resses _ except to
gives the values of the X-forces and the final stresses the stress in stringer A; the stress in stringer A must
in the beam for the second approximation. As a check, necessarily remain equal to oe,.
the average value of Yb is again computed, and the. The correction is re.ado as follows: The force Fs is
corresponding value of 1-- (ys/b) is found. The factor a,Af,=2673)<0.771 =2060 poun(ls. The forcein stringer

_/'2[[1--(yc/b)] differs by only I percent fl'oxn the factor A :is 140 pounds, as shown in column 6; the total
obtained in the first approximation; the second force that must be supplied by the center stringer D

approximation may therefore be considcn'.d the final and the two intermediate stringers g and C is therefore
approximation. 2060-- 140= 1920 poun.ds. The summation of the lurer-

Calculation of chordwise distribution of stresses.-- hal forces in the three stringers B, C, and D as given in

After the final approximation to the stresses in the cohmm 6 is only 1715 pounds; the stresses _ given in
substitute beam has been computed, the chordwisc cohunn 4 must therefore be multiplied by the factor
distribution of the stresses in the actual beam can be 1920/1715=1.120 to obtain the final values of the

found. As an example, the calculation will be shown stresses o, which are listed iu cohmm 7. As a cheek,
in detM1 for station 5. the internal forces are again computed, with the cox'-

According to table 5, o_,=5000 pounds per square reeled values of o; the summation checks exactly with
inch and or=-2673 pounds per square inch for station 5; the force Fz,=2060 pounds.
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The calculation of the chordwisc distribution of where 945 pounds per square inch is the stress caused
stresses is made in the same manner for each station; by removing panel AB, and 381 pounds per square inch
the results of th.e calculations are given in table 7. is the stress caused by removing panel BC.

ANALYSIS OF MULTISTRINGER BEAM WITH CUT-OUT Effect of cutting stringer.--Aecording to the stresses
listed in table 8, the stress in stringer B at station 3 is

It will be assumed for the example of a multistringcr _.=2934 pounds per square inch. The internal force at

beam with cut-out that a cut-out is made in tim beam tile outboard end of the cut-out is therefore 2934X
shown in figure 50 and analyzed in the preceding cx- {).256=752 pounds. At the inboard end of the cut-out,
ample; the skin panels AB and gC and the stringcr S the force is 2614X0.287=750 pounds. The region
are removed between stations 3 and 4}(2,corresponding around the cut-out is now divided into four free panels
to the large cut-out in beam 1 described in part H. so that formulas (19)can be used. Two of these panels
The effects of making this cut-out are to be found, are inboard of the cut-out; for the first panel

Effects of removing skin panel hB.--The total shear
force in the skin panel AB between stations 3 and 412/ l
is found by statics with the stresses given in table 7; AI=_A_ and A2=AA
it, is equal to tile sum of the forces in striugers B, C, and
D at station 4}{minus tilt; sum of the forces in the same for the second panel
stringers at station 3. The result of the simple calm> 1
lation is rotL=484 pounds. The next step is the calcu- A_=_A, and As Ac+e-XAD
lation of the parameter K by formuht (18b). In this

case, the cut panel is bounded by stringers h and B; by formula (21), all areas being those at station 4}£
the areas Ac and A, of formula (18b) are therefore For simplicity, it will be assumed that the two panels
replaced by Aa and A.. In order to be consistent with have the same shear-lag parameter K, and K will be
the assumption that the structure is the same at the computed by using the average of the two given values
two ends of the cut-out, the values of Aa and A, used of A_. The result is
will be those valid for the middle of the cut-out. Form-

ula (18b) gives therefore -2 0.40)<0.015/ 1 . 1 \
A: =_.6ff5-_q-0.1435) =0"01618

K2 0.40}(0.015/ 1 1 \
=- _25 _-t- (k2-71)=0'01078 K=0.127

K= 0.1038 for the inboard panels.

After these preliminary calculations, the solution can The other two free panels are outbo'trd of tile cut-out
be carried out in tabular form as shown in table 8. The and are defined in the same manner; the calculations arm1/

value of P at stations 3 and 4_{ is /_r0tL=242 pounds; made with the areas at station 3. The shear-lag param-
at the other stations P=242e -K_ pounds according to eter is given by
formula (18a). The calculation of-,the stresses P/Aa

- 2 0.40X0.015/ 1 1 \
and P/Av is self-explanatory. /£ -- _ _q-[_)=0.01813Effects of removing skin panel BC,--For panel BC,
the shear force is found by subtracting the internal K=0.1347
forces in stringers C and D at station 3 from the forces
at station 4}/; the result is The calculation itself is given in table 9. The stresses

caused hy cutting stringer B shown in this table are
r(,tL=19;5 pounds superposcd on the final stresses shown in table 8 to

The value of K is found from obtain the final stresses in the stringers. The stresses
in stringer D caused by cutting stringer g arc obtained

/(2 0"40X0'015{ / 1 __0._71)=0.0122 by formula (22) as e,-l /'/A>-- }_ \0.271 When the results of this computation are eoinpared

K=0.1104 with tile curves in figure 48, it should be borne in mind
that an additional small correction must be made for the

Table 8 shows the details of computing the stresses actual test because removal of the skin panels reduces
P/As and P/Ac caused by removing the skin panel BC. the areas AA and A, in the region of the cut-out.
The last four rows of the table give the stringer stresses
in tile beam, obtained by superposing on the stresses of ANALYSIS BY SUCCESSIVE SHEAR-FAULT REDUCTION

table 7 the stresses caused by removing the two skin Analysis of single-stringer beam.--The method ef
panels hg and BC. The signs of the stresses are deter- _malyzing '1 single-stringer beaut by successive shear-
mined by comparison with figure 17 (e); at station 3, fault reduction will be demonstrated on the substitute

for instance, singlc-stringer bcam analyzed previously by tile recur-
¢_=2370+945---381 - -2934 pmmds per square inch fence formula. The basic data for the beam are those
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given in table 1; for the substitute width, the second of table 12 to show exact agreement between the initial
approximation bs=6.28X1.090=6.85 inches was used. and the final values of _8 lies in the slight differences

, As the initial assumption, the stresses in the flange were between the basic assumptions. The recurl"enceformuli_
arbitrarily assumed to be 1.40 times tile stresses given is based on the assumption that the cross section is
by tile Mc/I formula. Table 10 gives the first cycle of constant in each bay, but the stresses vary nonlinearly
the computation; a comment on the form of the corn- in each bay. The shear-fault reduction method, on the
putations is given in part I of this paper. Table 11 other hand, assumes that all stresses vary linearly in_
gives the secpnd cycle of the computation, starting with each bay.
the values of _,. found at the end of the first cycle. CONCLUSION
As a general check on the computations, the sum of the

shear faults is shown for both cycles; it will be noted The theory of shear-lag action presented in this
that it has decreased from 843 to 764 pounds, paper is based on the concept of idealized structures

Analysis of multistringer beam.--As an example for consisting of stringers carrying longitudinal stresses,
the analysis of a multistringer beam, the beam of of sheet carrying shear stresses, and of transverse ribs
figure 50 is again used, and a typical cycle of adjust- infinitely closely spaced and of infinite stiffness. The
ment for stringer B is shown in table 12. Because the test results indicate that this theory is acceptable as a
example is illustrative, the stress values Za, _, and zc basis for practical stress analysis because, in general,
were not assumed arbitrarily but were taken from table the differences between test results and calculated re-
7, the final result of the previous analysis. The shear sults in the critical regions are smaller than occasional
faults are therefore very small, and the adjusted stresses scatter of test results caused by uncontrollable it-

zR are practically identical with the initial stresses, regularities in the behavior of the structure.
The small differences that exist arise from two reasons.
The first reason is the limited numerical accuracy of

the process. This numer'ical accuracy is determined by
the number of bays used and tile accuracy of multipli-
cation and division. These operations were carried LANGLEYMEMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,

out with a 10-inch slide rule in all numerical examples NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS,

given in this report. The second reason for the failure LANaLEY FIELD, VA., March 7, 1941.



APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

A cross-sectional area, sq in. _ direct (normal) stress, lb/sq in.
E Young's modulus, lb/sq in. r shear stress, lb/sq in.
F internal force, lb r0 basic shear stress existing before a cut-out is
(2 effective shear modulus, lb/sq in. made, lb/sq in.
I geometric moment of inertia, in. 4 Superscripts have the following significance:
Q static moment of area about eentroidal axis, in. a P theoretical values based on tile assumption that
K shear-lag parameter (equation (4)) plane cross sections remain plane

L length, in. _ Subscripts have the following significance:
'M bending moment, in.-lb C cover sheet
P external load, lb E external (applied)
S shear force, lb F flange
SF shear fault (equation (SS 3)) L longitudinal
SFC shear-fault correction (equation (SS-4)) S substitute
Y auxiliary parameter (equation (14)) st stringer
b half-width of structure, in.; with numerical T total

subscripts, distance between stringers W shear web

(fig. 12), in. CE occurring in the cover sheet and obtained by
b' developed width, in. the elastic relation
h depth of beam, in. CL center line
t thickness, in. i inboard
w effective width o outboard

x distance parMlel to center line av average
y distance from center line e effective
_/ shear strain
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APPENDIX B

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS OF THE SHEAR-LAG PROBLEM

Tile basic shear-lag problem is the problem of a box Tile series solution given by Winny (reference 10)
benin with constant cross section. In 1930 Ymmger is based on the same principles as the solutions listed
published a solution of this problem (reference 7). In and is therefore open to the same objection in that it
1937 there was published a slightly different solution, cannot give more than a very rough approximation.
the constant-stress solution (reference 1). In 1938 In view of this fact, the labor of using a solution by
Reissner published a third solution (reference 8). If the series is hardly justifiable.
flange efficiency v of a box beam is defined by the ratio The solution given by Goodey (reference 11) is
of the Mc/I stress to the actual flange stress, all three identicM with the solution of the single-stringer beam
solutions can tie reduced to the same form, namely, given in reference 1. Goodey also gives one ease not

ta.nh F included in reference 1, namely, the case of uniformly
7= F distributed loading.

A very complete and elaborate method of shear-lag
where F is a function of the geometrical and the physi- analysis has been presented by Ebner and K611er
cal properties of the box. This function F is defined (reference 12). The idealized structure consists of

as follows: stringers, sheet, and transverse ribs. The transverse
ribs are finite in nmnber and of finite stiffness; the

_._,,b /£" (Younger, refm'enee 7) method is therefore more complete than the methods[¢': 1.o_J v- _--
L_ a

b _ (Kuhn, refm'enee 1) a_ -4_e- --c, ..... Q
F: 1"414L G I I ke: 0080 "

31.I " _-

F=- 1.73 2 b /IJ" (Reissner, reference8)_V _ _ ,,,It will be seen that the three solutions are identical in ¢5
form and differ only slightly in the numerical constant.

5 4 ,3 _ / 0

All threesolutionsinvolvesomesimplifyingassump- _--4o ,_--4O--Tl4O-- T 4oT4o-- tlions, and any one of the three could be used equally well
J

as a basis for building up approximate solutions for _ i : ," ,'

beams of variable cross section. All three solutions, / : " "

however, lead to tile result that the flange efficiency is i l : ',
constant along the span. A glance at figures 41 and 42

indicates that this result cannot be snore than a rough _,;uR_51.--BeamusedbyEbner-KSllerfornumericalexample (from reference12).
approximation; the flange stresses on these figures are o/E--0.as._.Dimensionsareincentimeterunits.
not straight lines. For this reason, the treatment of
the beam with variable cross section as presented in presented in this paper. Comparative calculations

this paper was not based on any of these solutions, made in reference 12, however, show that the rib
Of the three basic solutions given, only Reissner's stiffness has only a small influence on the stringer

solution is of such a natm:e that the underlying assump- stresses so that the simplifying assumption of infinite
tions can be physically realized without difficulty (con- number and stiffness of the ribs results only in very
slant cross section, concentrated load at tip). At tile small errors. This conclusion drawn by Ebner and
time of publication, it was stated that the solution is K611er from their theory is amply confirmed by the
•,pplic,tble only when the cover consists of corrugated good agreement between the experiments and the
sheet (reference 8); it was stated later (reference 9) analyses presented in this paper.
that the solution applies also when the cover consists The method of reference 12 is rather difficult to
of/_ flat sheet. Reissner's solution is therefore shown follow; comparisons have therefore been confined to

in figure 41; it will be seen that, at some distance from the _malysis of numerical ex_mlples given therein by
the root, it is a fair approximation, but at the root the the methods presented in this paper. The dimensions
experimental shear-lag effect is nearly twice as large of the structure analyzed in reference 12 are given in
as that predicted by Reissner's solution, figure 51.

33
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_- I I I I-I | Figure 53 shows the results for the beam. The agree-

2.4 I I I . Me�hod of co/cu/o//bn --I-- - _ ment between the solution of reference 12 and the single-

__ --- Ebner-Kd'ller "exoc/"(ref. I£)
........ approx.( .... )! stringer solution of this paper is very close except at the

2o--_ o 5ubs///u/e 5/bgle s/Finger: root, where there is a difference of 3 percent on the
• ^J_ _ I ! I I / i I J

---A" -- _P _-- _

BE --_ I [ i I a,iE flange stress and a difference of 20 percent on the stressin the center stringer• The agreement between tile
solution of reference 12 and the solution by successive

-- E:_ _-P_ l lT-_/_ -- H shear-fault reduction is good.

8 ] ! represents the most severe test thatcan possibly be made

..... The ehordwise distribution method, which is an integral
.4 __ part of this method, is based on the assumption that

there are infinitely many stringers; the half structure
-0 ...._, I_ i ...... _l analyzed here has only two stringers, which is not a very

/.o ._ .6 .4 .z o close approximation to infinitely many stringers.
x/L The example may serve as a warning, therefore, thatFIGURE52. Ebner-KSller beam, load case 1, analyzed by different methods.

in such extreme cases, the method of shear-fault reduc-
Figure 52 shows the results for load case 1, whictl is lion should be used to refine the approximation obtained

the case of an axially loaded pmlel. It will be noted by the single-stringer method. From practical con-
that in reference 12 there is given an "exact" method siderations, the discrepancy found here between the
as well as an approximate one, the approximate method method of reference 12 and the substitute single-
being recoinmended for practice because the exact stringer method is of little interest because structures
method is quite cumbersome. The solution made by with only two stringers are not likely to be encountered
the substitute single-stringer method agrees with the in practice.
exact method of reference 12 at all of the stations REFERENCES

except one within the accuracy of reading the values 1. Knhn, Paul: Stress Analysis of 13ean_s with Shear Deforma-
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TABLE 7 TABLE 9

CHO]:(DWISE DISTRIBUTION oF STBESSES IN BEAM EFFECT OF CUTTING STRINGER

station'" (lb/sqaAin.) (Ib/sqaUin.) (lb/sq'rCin.) (lb/sqaDin') FINAL STRINGER STRESSES
................... 1

1 1112 952 840 800 " 4
2 2079 1774 1518 1440
3 2998 2370 1936 / 1790
4 3941 2875 2200 ] 1985 Effect of cutting stringer B
5 5000 3320 2203 /187:1

202011030 _. 1270 _. 1347 0.1347 0.1347
/ 6 1635513399 0.1270

.508 1,077 2.155

.601 1. 000 1. 000 .340 .110

K 0. 1270
I_t: 1. 525

e-K_ 81' 217TABLE 8 p (lb) 220 375 376 128 44
P/A a 193 576 995 1127 421) 158
P/AI 512 1522 2014 2934 1090 406

EFFECT OF REMOVING SKIN PANELS P/A2 218 642 1107 1240 460 171
e-i/_/_/l_ 80 236 407 450 169 63

Station 0 41/_ 1
x 12 5 0 3 82 16 Final stringer stre .....

Effect of removing panel h [3 _A (lb/sq
in.) 6708 597(; 6087 3402 2104 1351

aB (lb/sq

0. 8311 1. 000 in.) 2750 1462 0 0 958 691

P (lb) 09. 5 150. 7 (: oo
AA (sq in.) 400" 392 377 334 _ , aD (lb/sqP/_/I ._ 165" 422 042" 725" 340' ' 167" 270 in.) 1730 2106 2377 2256 1599 88',/

Ap/A_ (SqBill.) 210" 318 527" 207 847' 280 945" 250 450' 235 214" 215

Effect of removing panel BC

Idr 1. 325 0. 442 0 0 0. 883 1. 760

e -Kx . 260 643 1.00 1.00 .414 . 170
P (lb) 25.9 621, 97. 5 97.5 40.4 10. 6
P//1 I_ 8i 211 341 381 172 77

P/Ac 81 211 341 381 172 77

Stringer stresses alter l'elnovillg l)anels A B and [3C

A (lb/sq
in.) 6515 5400 5092 2275 1744 1193

/_(lb/sq
in.) 3262 2984 2614 2934 2048 1097

ac(lb/sq
in.) 1,1t49 1981t 1809 2331 1072 927

cr/)(lb/sq
ill.) - 1050 1870 1970 . 1800 1430 8211
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TABLE 12

ANALYSIS OF MULTISTRINGER BEAM BY SUCCESSIVE SHEAR-FAULT REDUCTION--TYPICAL CYCLE FOR ADJUSTMENT OF
STRINGER [3

GA2" 0.40X80.883;tAx=O. O15X8=@120 sq in.]3. 625

-_a_-f-- Star,on 1 2 3 4 [5 76_ A7BS A 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
O'A O'C o. B ffA_O. B ArAB O-B--O-C ATBC T BC S Bc D FB AFB SF S]_Co SFCi SFC Ao-B O*B _'_

c, (lb; (lb) (Ib) (lb) (lb) (]b) (ib)(Ib/sq in.) (lb/sq in.) (lb/sq in.) lb/sq in.) lb/sq in.) (lb/sq in.)// (lb) :lb/sq in.) :]b/sq in.) Jb/sq in.) (lb) (lb/sq in.) )/sq in.)

...................... _-- ----

o o o 0 0 __---- .

1 _L-G_- 2901 348 __-GUk---I-2-_-i-j_____, ,---, e
............. /-- I1 1112 840 952 160 141 ] 112 99 204 -1 I -6 -7 -[-33 985

........., I I
' -W- ..... __ ____ _-_%7-7 __---- 2302 336 211 213 I -2 .....

__ 2 207_- 1518 1774 305 269 256 226 417 +4 I +1 +5 --21 1753
..... TIT 2576 310 205 189 I +16 - I'.... _

-U_i-;- _-_- --- -
2390

1936 2370 628 555 434 384 606 --1 -I --4 --5 q-20

4! I ---- 2192 263 18.5 1891 --4 ----i , _
---- --12 l "Jr-] --11 +40 2915] 4 I 3941 2200 ] 2875 1066 942 675 596 795 --,-- --....... t ....t i

--7------ i- 2789 335 1_- 192- 143 191I -48

6 5 5-_'_-_0_-3_-1680 1484 __----_ 1117 986- 986 _i_ --:_ ' +12 +9 --30 --3299
-_--------- 130_157---- 010--_ 84 94,_19 ----
--_-" - --3399i 2956 _379 1220 ..... 1080--[---- -jU +-_U -9 3390

6 6355 2020 3 ......_61_ ..... --] ..... _ _ __
N
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